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Abstract
Gas compressibility has a long and important history for gas
industries. The use of z-factor in real gas analysis is
unavoidable; hence study of the effects of different z-factor
correlations against real life data was carried out. This research
establishes the need and a solution for a simple, robust and
flexible technique requiring the use of different z-factor
correlations. The most common sources of z-factor values are
experimental measurement, equations of state method and
empirical correlations. Necessity arises when there is no
available experimental data for the required composition,
pressure and temperature conditions. Presented here is a
technique to predict z-factor values using Gas Well Inflow
Performance data. The three gas correlations under study are
Hall and Yarborough, Dranchuk, Abu and Kassem and
Dranchuk, Purvis and Robbinson. The interest of the research
was to show the best Z-Factor correlation for Niger Delta. The
method or approach used was to review existing models,
developed a computer program to evaluate numerically the
three correlations and the best correlation is shown by running
a statistical absolute average error for each of the calculated gas
well performance against the history inflow performance data.
Based on the study analysis performed using the Niger-Delta,
the Hall and Yarborough is ranked first, followed by Dranchukpurvis-Robbinson, while Dranchuk-Abu-Kaseem is recorded
the last in the ranking model. Based on this study, it is
recommended that the Hall and Yarborough gas deviation
model is the best model for Niger Delta.
Keywords: Gas compressibility factor, Gas well, Gas Well
Inflow Performance, Niger-Delta

INTRODUCTION
The accurate measurement of natural gas and natural gas
related fluids is difficult. It requires care, experience, and
insight to achieve consistently accurate measurements that
meet stringent fiscal requirements. To understand and predict
the volumetric behavior gas reservoirs as a function of pressure,
knowledge of the physical properties of reservoir fluids must
be gained. These fluid properties are usually determined by

laboratory experiments performed on samples of actual
reservoir fluids. In the absence of experimentally measured
properties, it is necessary for the petroleum engineer to
determine the properties from empirically derived correlations.
It is particularly difficult to measure complex fluid mixtures
that are exposed to a range of operating conditions, dynamic
flow, fluid property behavior, and changing equipment
conditions.
The magnitude of deviation of real gases from the conditions
of the ideal gas law increases with increasing pressure and
temperature and varies widely with the composition of the gas.
Numerous equations-of-state have been developed in the
attempt to correlate the pressure-temperature-volume variables
for real gases with experimental data. In order to express a more
exact relationship between the variables p, V, and T, z-factor
must be introduced into the ideal gas equation to account for
the departure of gases from ideality. It is hard to determine
experimentally measured z-factor values for all compositions
of gases at all ranges of pressures and temperatures. At the same
time, this method is expensive and most of the time these
measurements are made at reservoir temperatures only (Neeraj,
2004).
Schlumberger journal (2006) defined inflow performance
relationship as the production engineer’s shorthand description
or the performance potential or a reservoir at a given average
reservoir pressure. It is the relationship between the bottomhole flowing pressure and flowrate and is the starting point in
the analysis of a well. The journal presented some of the
techniques currently used for calculating IPR’s of gas wells, the
basic assumptions made, and saw how IPR curves are applied
in practice and these are in agreement with the work of (Ahmed,
2001). A flowing well never achieves its maximum pumpedoff potential flow rate. Pressure losses in the tubing, chokes,
and other surface equipment; make it impossible to get the
pressure opposite the formation down to zero. The bottom-hole
flowing pressure is equivalent to the backpressure exerted by
the flowing column of fluid as it moves to the surface. This
backpressure is usually quite large. The inflow rate that may
exist against this backpressure is not a true reflection of what
the flow rate of the well might be after installation of artificial
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lift because artificial lift unloads the fluid column, reduces the
bottom-hole pressure, leading to the backpressure on the
formation. It is important in the analysis of a well for an
engineer to know the relationship that exists between the
bottom-hole flowing pressure and flow rate even down to a very
low pressure. For this reason the engineer must define the IPR
and predict how it changes with time.
Determination of the flow capacity of a gas well requires a
relationship between the inflow gas rate and the sand-face
pressure or flowing bottom-hole pressure. This inflow
performance relationship may be established by the proper
solution of Darcy’s equation. Solution of Darcy’s law depends
on the conditions of the flow existing in the reservoir or the
flow regime.
Accurate information of compressibility factor values is
necessary in engineering applications like gas metering,
pipeline design, estimating reserves, gas flow rate, and material
balance calculations. The most common sources of z-factor
values are experimental measurement, equations of state
method and empirical correlations. Necessity arises when there
is no available experimental data for the required composition,
pressure and temperature conditions. Presented here is a
technique to predict z-factor values using Gas Well Inflow
Performance data. Knowledge of accurate critical z-factor
value for pure substances and mixtures is essential in the
determination of accurate z-factor values.

Current Challenges
1.

The use of Standing and Katz Z- factor chart can lead to a
certain degree of error in measurement which can affect
the fluid system calculation requiring the use of z-factor
values. For example, frequent errors experience in the
classroom when estimating z-factor for gas analysis as a
result of analog nature of the chart. This research work
considers the use of computer application to evaluate
numerically various z-factor correlations.

2.

The review of most soft-ware in oil and gas industries
showed that the use of one Z-factor correlation as an inbuilt
parameter for modeling system performance such as gas
well; Most times leads to error since the Z-factor used may
not be the best for the system under study or simulated.
This is a great limitation; therefore, an improved model
that will enhance flexibility and multiple choices is
required. The basis of this research work is to measure the
best z-factor correlation for the Niger-Delta using inflow
performance relationship (IPR) history data as a yardstick.

The study considers the best Z-factor correlation for natural dry
hydrocarbon gases in the Niger-delta. The computer model is
an object oriented program. Only IPR was used as a yardstick
to measure the best Z-factor in this study.

LITERATURE REVIEW
According to Ikoku (2006), an ideal gas was defined as a fluid
that has insignificant volume when compared with the total
volume of fluid contained in the system. He added that there is
no molecular attraction between gas molecules and, between
the molecules and the wall of the container. He further assumed
that there is no loss in internal energy upon collision. Tarek
(2001) had also stated the aforementioned assumptions by
saying that for an ideal gas, the volume of these molecules is
insignificant compared with the total volume occupied by the
gas. And these molecules have no attractive or repulsive forces
between them, and that all collisions of molecules are perfectly
elastic. Based on the above behavioural assumptions of ideal
gases, a mathematical equation called equation-of-state was
derived to express the relationship existing between pressure P,
volume V, and temperature T for a given quantity of moles of
gas n.
However, in the actual sense, no gas behaves ideally. Different
scientist came up with a relationship between a perfect gas and
real gas. The theory that an ideal gas exist is from the
assumption that real gases can behave ideally at a very low
pressure. Tarek, (2001) submitted that the error in using ideal
gas relationship for a higher pressure can be as great as 500%.
It is also obvious that no reservoir can exist at atmospheric
pressure; therefore, the need to develop an equation of state to
match the relationship between perfect gases and real gases
becomes imperative. To account for this deviation, a factor
called gas deviation factor was introduced.
The question at this point is “how to account for the factor?”
Among the existing method of determining z-factor values,
experimental measurement is one of the most accurate
methods. But, it is difficult to determine experimentally
measured z-factor values for all compositions of gases at all
ranges of pressures and temperatures. Also, this method is
known to be expensive and these measurements are carried out
at reservoir temperatures only; thus, EMPIRICAL
CORRELATION METHODS are often used.

Empirical Correlation for Estimating Z-Factor
Standing and Katz (1942) present a generalized z-factor chart,
for the evaluation of gas deviation factor. The chart is widely
reliable for natural gas with minor amount of nonhydrocarbons. It had been one of the widely accepted
correlations in the oil and gas industry for the past 50 decades.
The chart represents compressibility factors of sweet natural
gas as a function of pseudo-reduced pressure (𝑝𝑝𝑟 ) and pseudoreduced temperature (𝑇𝑝𝑟 ).
Tarek (2001) corroborates the work of Standing and Katz
(1942) by saying that gas compressibility factors for natural
gases of various compositions have shown that compressibility
factors can be generalized with sufficient accuracies for most
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engineering purposes when they are expressed in terms pseudoreduced pressure and pseudo-reduced temperature. However,
numerous methods have been suggested to predict Pseudocritical properties of the gases as a function of their specific
gravity. The point to be noted here is that these methods predict
pseudo critical values which are evidently not accurate values
of the gas mixtures. The existing methods fail to predict
accurate values of pseudo-critical values when nonhydrocarbon components are present in significant amounts.
The puzzle at this point is how the values of pseudo-critical
temperature and pseudo-critical pressure of mixture of gases
can be determined. Tarek (2001) said that in cases where the
composition of a natural gas is not available, the pseudo-critical
properties, 𝑃𝑝𝑐 and 𝑇𝑝𝑐 , can be predicted solely from the
specific gravity of the gas.
To be able to predict z-factor using the Standing-Katz chart
requires the appropriate reduced temperature and pressure.
Information on the composition of the gas used to design the
Standing-Katz chart are not provided. A close study and
comparison of the experimental data with that of Standing-Katz
chart values suggests that the Standing-Katz chart was
developed based on the natural gas mixture without any
significant amounts of non-hydrocarbon components.
Many correlation methods for compressibility factor have been
developed by many authors. Generally, computation of
compressibility factor can be done by empirical method,
correlation method, corresponding state method and as well as
use of equation of state. The position of gas deviation factor in
today’s gas industry is still a prominent one. Therefore, it
becomes a necessity to have a simple and robust correlation(s)
to be able to determine z-factor values accurately (Obuba et al.,
2013).

stressful if not impossible. Therefore, the Z-Factor Toolkit
2017 application was developed to solve such problem. The
application was equally designed to contain the estimated
values of gas deviation factor for each of the correlation method
and their respective production rate using the flowing bottom
hole pressure values from the history data. This is to enable the
user find the standard error between each of the gas Z-factor
correlation calculated rate and the real life gas production rate
at the same pressure. The production rate values are then used
to compare with the history production data of gas wells.

Absolute Average Error
In this research study, absolute average error (AAE) was
introduced to check how much the calculated production rate
from Z-Factor Toolkit 2017 differs from the gas production
rate history for each of z-factor model. By definition, AAE is a
measure of the dispersion in a distribution. It equals the
absolute of the ratio of the square root of the arithmetic mean
of the squares of the deviations from the mean. The average
value of a set of numbers is called mean.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The production history data is used to run the analysis, that is;
the average reservoir pressure and flowing bottom hole
pressure for the life of the wells in the field was used to evaluate
the z- factor of each z- factor model, then the z- factor
respectively is used to estimate the gas production rate. Finally,
a statistical analysis is run to compare the fitness of the
computed gas production rates with the history gas production
rates.
The use of Z-Factor Toolkit 2017

METHODOLOGY
The three gas correlations under study are Hall and
Yarborough, Dranchuk, Abu and Kassem and Dranchuk,
Purvis and Robbinson. The interest of the research was to show
the best Z-Factor correlation for Niger Delta. The method or
approach used was to review existing models, developed a
computer program to evaluate numerically the three
correlations and the best correlation is shown by running a
statistical absolute average error for each of the calculated gas
well performance against the history inflow performance data.

Load the software by clicking at the icon on the desktop or from
the program menu to display the figure shown below;

The Computer Model Development
Due to the fact that the data point needed for this research study
are large, there was need to automatically import data to a
computer application just to avoid the stress of typing them
manually, the Visual Basic.Net was used to develop the
application that can do this task and we called it Z-Factor
Toolkit 2017. Besides, the use of human brain to run the
iterations in the objective functions defined above is very

Figure 1: Main Section of the Software

The main section contains menu items like File and input
section. The software is called Z-Factor Toolkit 2017. To
display the input section as shown in Table 1 below, click the
Input wizard menu item.
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Table 1: Input Section of the Software

Table 2: The Input section showing the imported data

The input section contains input parameters like Gross
Thickness, Permeability, Drainage Radius, Wellbore Radius,
Average Viscosity, Skin Factor, Temperature, Average
Reservoir Pressure and Net to Gross Ratio. There is also room
for the user to upload history data such as Date, Bottom Hole
Flowing Pressure and Cum. Gas Produced, provided the history
data has been arranged and saved in a text file in any directory,
for example; My Document, click the main menu item called
Import to open a dialog box, navigate to the location of the file
in your computer and click open after selecting it. Then the
table below displays on the screen.

To display the section that runs the production and statistical
analysis simultaneously, click the Run menu item on the menu
bar. The result section is displays as shown in the CASE
STUDIES.

Data Used For Analysis
Table 3 to Table 5 shows Production and Lithology Data from
four different Niger-Delta fields with different reservoir
properties and inflow performance.

Table 3: Gas Field 3 of Niger-Delta Production History Data
Gross Thickness (ft)

100

Net to Gross

0.78

Drainage Radius (ft)

1490

Wellbore Radius (ft)

0.328

Reservoir Temperature deg F)

180

Average Reservoir Pressure (psi)
Date
Bottom Hole Flowing Pressure (psi)

3200
Cum. Gas Produced (Mscf)

Gas Production Rate (Scf/day)

31/03/1978

3136

14300

19230.43

30/04/1978

3072

166651

19185.47

12/5/1978

3008

302532

19117.61

31/05/1978

2944

302532

19030.21

7/6/1978

2880

459113

18921.46

30/06/1978

2816

459113

18791.57

23/07/1978

2752

670464

18640.78

31/07/1978

2688

670464

18469.36

28/08/1978

2624

812115

18277.59

31/08/1978

2560

812115

18065.76

20/09/1978

2496

936496

17834.21

30/09/1978

2432

936496

17583.28

31/10/1978

2368

1162743

17313.34

30/11/1978

2304

1376590

17024.79

13/12/1978

2240

1554412

16718.07

31/12/1978

2176

1554412

16393.63
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11/1/1979

2112

1743053

16051.96

31/01/1979

2048

1743053

15693.57

19/02/1979

1984

1888930

15319.03

28/02/1979

1920

1888930

14928.9

31/03/1979

1856

2045551

14523.81

30/04/1979

1792

2195795

14104.38

31/05/1979

1728

2331890

13671.28

30/06/1979

1664

2458046

13225.22

31/07/1979

1600

2581691

12766.89

31/08/1979

1536

2723559

12297.05

30/09/1979

1472

2859218

11816.43

31/10/1979

1408

2997902

11325.8

15/11/1979

1344

3160564

10825.94

30/11/1979

1280

3160564

10317.61

1/12/1979

1216

3324917

9801.587

10/12/1980

1152

3324917

9278.646

31/12/1982

1088

3324917

8749.548

Table 4: Gas Field 11 of the Niger- Delta Production History Data
Gross Thickness (ft)
Net To Gross Ratio
Drainage Radius (ft)
Well Bore Radius (ft)
Reservoir Temperature (deg F)
Average Reservoir Pressure (psi)
Date
31/03/1978
30/04/1978
12/05/1978
31/05/1978
07/06/1978
30/06/1978
23/07/1978
31/07/1978
28/08/1978
31/08/1978
20/09/1978
30/09/1978
31/10/1978
30/11/1978
13/12/1978
31/12/1978
11/01/1979
31/01/1979
19/02/1979
28/02/1979
31/03/1979
30/04/1979

80
0.58
1359
0.425
212
3117
Bottom Hole Flowing
Pressure (psi)
3054.66
2992.32
2929.98
2867.64
2805.3
2742.96
2680.62
2618.28
2555.94
2493.6
2431.26
2368.92
2306.58
2244.24
2181.9
2119.56
2057.22
1994.88
1932.54
1870.2
1807.86
1745.52

Cum. Gas Produced
(Mscf)
580326.00
580326.00
707084.00
707084.00
813579.00
933737.00
933737.00
1045121.00
1045121.00
1081355.00
1167457.00
1167457.00
1308942.00
1308942.00
1446312.00
1535377.00
1535377.00
1634264.00
1634264.00
1767232.00
1767232.00
1883598.00

3511

Gas Production Rate
(Scf/day)
11135.8471
11069.56988
1018.864375
9921.825919
9805.920174
9668.838829
9511.284932
9333.969447
9137.60796
8922.917612
8690.614313
8441.410288
8176.011953
7895.118135
7599.418608
7289.592941
6966.309604
6630.225318
6281.984602
5922.219501
5551.549442
5170.581209
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31/05/1979
30/06/1979
31/07/1979
31/08/1979
30/09/1979
31/10/1979
15/11/1979
30/11/1979
01/12/1979
10/12/1979
31/12/1979

1683.18
1620.84
1558.5
1496.16
1433.82
1371.48
1309.14
1246.8
1184.46
1122.12
1059.78

1883598.00
2005578.00
2005578.00
2087892.00
2087892.00
2182450.00
2182450.00
2275413.00
2275413.00
2365070.00
2365070.00

4779.909013
4380.114621
3971.767547
3555.425274
3131.633508
2700.926449
2263.827074
1820.847418
1372.488871
919.2424563
461.5891189

Table 5: Gas Field 8 of Niger- Delta Production History Data
Gross Thickness (ft)

95

Net To Gross Ratio

0.67

Drainage Radius (ft)

1247

Well Bore Radius (ft)

0.396

Reservoir Temperature (deg F)

230

Average Reservoir Pressure (psi)

3082

Date

Bottom Hole Flowing Pressure (psi)

Cum. Gas Produced (Mscf)

Gas Production Rate
(Scf/day)

31/03/1983

3020.36

1419973.00

10138.8471

30/04/1985

2958.72

1534474.00

10089.56988

12/05/1988

2897.08

1648475.00

10015.86437

31/05/1989

2835.44

1765476.00

9921.825919

07/06/1992

2773.8

1906077.00

9805.920174

30/06/1994

2712.16

2116978.00

9668.838829

23/07/1996

2650.52

2254379.00

9511.284932

31/10/1998

1356.08

2426580.00

2700.926449

15/11/2000

1294.44

2569281.00

2263.827074

30/11/2003

1232.8

2656881.00

1820.847418

01/12/2005

1171.16

2707124.00

1372.488871

10/12/2008

1109.52

2788924.00

919.2424563

31/12/2010

1047.88

2905425.00

461.5891189

Case Study 1: Gas Filed HFL3
This is a case of a gas well that produced from 31st March,
1978 to 20th January, 1986. The initial flowing bottom hole
pressure is 3136 psi and the flowing bottom hole pressure at
20th January, 1986 was 1024 psi. The gross thickness of the
reservoir is 100 feet while the non-shale ratio of the pay zone

is 0.78. The permeability of the formation is 170 md, drainage
radius is 1490 feet, well bore radius is 0.328 feet, gas viscosity
is 0.022, skin factor is 5, isothermal reservoir temperature is
180 and average reservoir pressure is 3200 psi. The data at a
glance can be seen in Table 6.
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Table 6: Input section showing the imported data for case 1

To run the production and statistical analysis, the menu item
called Run is clicked. This displays the interface shown in table
4.9 below. Here the user runs the analysis by clicking on the
Run menu item. The Results in the table shows in array format
the date, flowing bottom hole pressure, calculated z-factor for
HALL-YARBOROUGH correlation and its corresponding gas
production rate, calculated z-factor for DRANCHUK-ABU-

KASSEM correlation and its corresponding gas production
rate, calculated z-factor for DRANCHUK-PURVISROBINSON correlation and its corresponding gas production
rate, the absolute average residual error in that order. The
summarized statistical results are also displayed in Table 7 and
Figure 2 - 5 showing the plot of rate of different z- factor
correlations against bottom hole pressure at the same time.

Table 7: Result section showing statistical analysis of case 1
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Figure 2: Model plot of BHP against Hall-Yarborough Z -factor correlation case1

Figure 3: Model plot of BHP against Dranchuk-Abu-Kassem correlation
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Figure 4: Model plot of BHP against Dranchuk-Purvis-Robbins correlation

Figure 5: A plot of Gas production rate of the three correlations against BHP

Case 2: GAS FIELD 8
This is a case of a gas well that produced from 31st March, 1978
to 31 December, 1979. The initial flowing bottomhole pressure
is 3020.36 and the flowing bottom hole pressure at 31 st

December, 1979 was 1047.88 psi. The gross thickness of the
reservoir is 85 feet while the non-shale ratio of the pay zone is
0.78. The permeability of the formation is 170 md, drainage
radius is 1247 feet, well bore radius is 0.396 feet, gas viscosity
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is 0.022, skin factor is 5, isothermal reservoir temperature is
230F and average reservoir pressure is 3082 psi. The data at a
glance can be seen in Table 8.
Table 8: Input section having imported data of case 2

To run the production and statistical analysis, the menu item
called Run is clicked. This displays the interface shown in
Table 9. Here the user runs the analysis by clicking on the Run
menu item. The Results in the table shows in array format the
date, flowing bottom hole pressure, calculated z- factor for
HALL-YARBOROUGH correlation and its corresponding gas
production rate, calculated Z-factor for DRANCHUK-ABUKASEM correlation and its corresponding gas production rate,
calculated z-factor for DRANCHUK-PURVIS-ROBBINSON
correlation and its corresponding gas production rate, the
absolute average residual error. The plots and summarized
statistical results are also displayed at the same time
(Figures 6 – 9).

Table 9: Result section showing statistical analysis for case 2
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Figure 6: Model plot of Bhp vs Hall- Yarborough correlation case 2

Figure 7: Model plot of Bhp vs Dranchuk- Abu -Kaseem correlation case 2
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Figure 8: Plot of Bhp Vs Dranchuk-Pur-Robbinson correlation case 2

Figure 9: Excel plot of Bhp vs rate of three correlations case 2

Case 3: GAS FIELD 11
This is a case of a gas well that produced from 31st March, 1978
to 31 December 1979. The initial flowing bottom hole pressure
is 3054.66 and the flowing bottom hole pressure at 31 st
December 1979 was 1059.78 psi. The gross thickness of the
reservoir is 80 feet while the non-shale ratio of the pay zone is
0.78. The permeability of the formation is 170 md, drainage

radius is 1359 feet, well bore radius is 0.425 feet, gas viscosity
is 0.022, skin factor is 5, isothermal reservoir temperature is
212F and average reservoir pressure is 3117 psi. The data at a
glance can be seen in Table 10.
To run the production and statistical analysis, the menu item
called Run is clicked. This displays the interface shown in
Table 11 below. Here the user runs the analysis by clicking on
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the Run menu item. The Results in the table shows in array
format the date, flowing bottom hole pressure, calculated zfactor for HALL-YABOURGH correlation and its
corresponding gas production rate, calculated z-factor for
DRANCHUK-ABU-KASEM
correlation
and
its

corresponding gas production rate, calculated z-factor for
DRANCHUK- PURVIS-ROBINSON correlation and its
corresponding gas production rate, the absolute average
residual error in that order. The plots and summarized statistical
results are also displayed in Figures 11 - 14 at the same time.

Table 10: Input section having imported data of case 3

Table 11: Result section showing statistical analysis for case 3
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Figure 11: Model plot of Bhp vs Hall –Yarborough correlation (Rate) case 3

Figure 12: Model plot of bhp vs Dranchuk-Abu-Kaseem correlation (Rate) case 3
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Figure 13: Model plot of bhp vs Dranchuk –Pur-Robbinson correlation (Rate) case 3

Figure 14: Excel plot of bhp vs gas rate of the three correlations case 3
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CONCLUSION
Production data from about four gas fields were used for the
study just to prove a point beyond all reasonable doubt. Since
chart is not used as input parameter to develop computer model,
z-factor mathematical models were used in the study. A
computer application was developed to run the matching and
ranking. To build a good comparative chart analysis, the results
were moved to Microsoft Excel sheet and made plots as
expressed in chapter four. Based on the study analysis
performed using the Niger-Delta, the Hall and Yarborough is
ranked first, followed by Dranchuk-purvis-Robbinson, while
Dranchuk-Abu-Kaseem is recorded the last in the ranking
model.
Based on this study, it is recommended that the Hall and
Yarborough gas deviation model is the best model for Niger
Delta. Consequently, this model should be used to model any
gas or gas related system to avoid error in results and apparently
reduce modelling time.
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